BON VOYAGE!
WHY WE WANT TO VISIT FRANCE IN 2019

BONJOUR!
Upon the mere mention of France, a certain “je ne sais quoi” comes to mind. Is it the
romance of the City of Lights? Glamorous beaches of Nice? History of Lyon?

Mountainside of Grenoble, dotted with the famous Bastille? No matter what corner of
France you have the pleasure of exploring, we encourage you to immerse yourself
further with the kind of access only a professional travel agent can provide.
Continue scrolling for inspiration to visit France, and let us know how we can elevate
your journey.

CHARTER A PRIVATE LUXURY BARGE CRUISE
BELMOND: AFLOAT IN FRANCE

The coziest barge in Belmond’s river cruise fleet has just two cabins, perfect for
a lazy South of France summer or romantic holiday. Wake in luxury each day
and meander mysterious medieval fortresses. Drop by sun-drenched vineyards
to sample the vintages. At bustling markets, pick out fresh ingredients for
dinner alongside your private chef. If you’re looking for intimacy and complete
relaxation in France, this is it. In addition to private charters, Belmond’s public
fleet includes itineraries aboard seven uniquely designed barges with capacity
for 8-12 guests.
Private perks: $500 Gift Voucher for future travel when purchasing an
experience of $5,000

DESIGN A CUSTOM CORSICA TOUR
BLUE PARALLEL

Corsica is a mountainous Mediterranean island off of Côte d'Azur (The French
Riviera) with unlimited gems to discover. Each day, private boat excursions can
take you to stunning new scenes including Bay of Rondinara, the extraordinary
coastline of Bonifacio, Scandal Nature Reserve (a UNESCO World Heritage
Site), and the famous Cave of Sdragonatu. Because all Blue Parallel
experiences are custom designed, you will have the freedom to discover
this destination in ways that are meaningful to you and total privacy to truly
escape.
Private Perks: May include upgrades upon arrival, spa credits, daily
breakfast for two, and early check-in/late checkout.

FOLLOW THE 2019 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP
ROADTRIPS

Experience exceptional soccer between June 7 - July 7, 2019 in one of the
world’s most beautiful countries. Whether you’re following your team through
each of the nine host cities or want to be in Lyon for the epic semi-finals and/or
final, a thoughtfully arranged tour through Roadtrips is the way to go. You
journey includes personalized meet and greet services, first class
accommodations, transfers, etc. and can be personalized with additional
matches, excursions and private tours. Choose from three packages: Follow
Your Team (7-12 nights), Follow Team USA (7-12 nights) or the Semi-Finals and
Final (7 nights, July 1-8).
Reply to this email to request package details and pricing.

INDULGE LIKE PARISIAN ROYALTY
VIRTUOSO LUXURY HOTELS

There is surely no shortage of luxury hotels in Paris to VIP you at, and we are
hard pressed to settle on just one top recommendation. That being said, why
not have one hand selected for your stay based on your personal style? Our
Virtuoso portfolio includes 21 unique hotels, each with our long list of private
perks. There is the delightfully artistic vibe of Le Royal Monceau Raffles Paris,

the opulence of Hôtel Ritz Paris, the breathtaking floral arrangements at Four
Seasons George V... all with complimentary daily breakfast, resort credits for
dining or spa, early check-in, late check-out, upgrades and more. Experiencing
Paris as an esteemed guest is a whole new reason to go.

Would you like to pack your suitcase for France next year?
Ask us to help make your trip extraordinary.

Victoria Zindell
Luxury Ventures Travel
An affiliate of Protravel International, a Virtuoso member
victoria@luxuryventurestravel.com
luxuryventurestravel.com
Direct: 949.705.3413
120 Vantis #300, Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
Click here to view extraordinary experiences around the world with private perks.
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